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1. Introduction 

Identifying what is desirable in terms of ;ender sensitive practice. and even the: 
implementation of gender goals at the organisational. programme or project levels. is 
relatively simple. when compared to trying to operationalise a gender approach at the: 
policy level This is particularly so for external assistance agencies engaged in supponing 
the strategies of national governments. 

Thus. for c:xample. UNIOO can be instrumental in creating an enabling policy and 
legislative framework for gender-sensitive manufacturing development through its ~wn 
activities. and in its direct project support But with regard to policy formulation. 
lJNIDO can do little more than advocate and be suggestive in its negotiations with 
national governments. With this in mind. this paper provides a conceptual framework. 
within which a gender-aware approach to industrialisation policy can be pursued. 

UNIDO has a programme for the period up ~o the year :ooo to enhance womc:n·s 
contribution. and to secure their equal panicipation in manufacturing development. This 
is based on the recognition that women play a substantial economic role. particularly in 
the commercial. service and manufacturing sectors. Moreover. the newly industrialised 
and newly industrialising countries have provided empirical evidence of the large share 
of women in the manufacturing labour force, particularly in those developing countric:s 
where industrialisation has been most rapid and successful (C~HDO. n.d.2). 

However. the experience of countries in relation to industrialisation is quite diverse. as 
are the range and type of manufacturing activities engaged in. By the same token. t!lc: 
extent and nature of the incorporation of women into manufacturing industries havc: also 
varied from one country to another and from one decade to the next. Thus it is difficult 
to generalise. or to develop a gender-aware policy approach on the basis of what might 
be unique or non-replicable patterns. 

It is estimated that women comprise around 28 per cent of the industrial labour force 
world wide. and of the total economically ac~ive female population in developing 
countries, only an estimated 12 per cent are engaged in formal or informal industrial 
activities (ILO. 1989). Estimates of the number of women in the industrial sector for the 
mid-1980!. range between 108 and 166 million (Kusel, 1992a; Mitter. 1992), of which no 
more than a million are employed by multi-national corporations (ILO, 1988). 

These figures suggest that a gender approach to industrialisation policy should not bc: 
over determined by our understanding of the vef'f specific experiences of either women 
employed by multinational corporations or in the newly industrialised countries. To date, 
much of the work done on gender issues in manufacturing has emphasised the 
participation and position of women in such employment Moreover, this has often been 
confined to the analysis of panicular branches of manufacturing industry where women 
are concentrated, which are often the most labour intensive and lowest paid sectors such 
as garments and !~xtiles, food, beverages and tobacco and electrical appliances (Kusel, 
1992b). 
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A gender approach attempts to shift the focus of analysis to one which includes both 
women and men in all their roles. productive. reproductive and in the community, JS well 
as the gender relations between them. Thus it would want to examine the broader 
impact of industrialisation on both men and women. and would not only be informed by 
the employment side of the equation (even when taking into account those deriving 
employment or an income both directly and indirectly from manufacturing). It wouitl aim 
rather. at e..umining the impact of industrialisation on social and environmental well
being more generally, disaggregated on the basis of gender. This paper constitutes an 
introduction to how this might be done. It is necessarily tentative. given that there is nat 
a significant literature examining industrialisation from this perspective. and because 
conclusive findings would require substantial primary research. ~evertheless. it auemprs 
to sketch the gender issues which emerge from an analysis of national experiences of 
industrialisation. by drawing on suggestive material from four country case studies. 

2. Towards a Gender Approach to Development 

A gender approach' differs from one which looks exc!usively at women's participation 
in developmenL Rather. it seeks to examine the roles of both men and women and the:: 
relations between them. their differential access to and control over resources. and their 
different needs. &cond. a gender approach implies a recognition that the lives of bath 
men and women are multi-dimensional and have ta be perceived and addressed as such 
in policy and planning terms. Thus. for example. instead of addressing womc::n or men 
in a uni-dimensional fashion - as workers or producers alone - a gender approach would 
take into account their multip!e roles in the household. the workplace and in society. 
Women and men are never just workers. but have other social roles which impinge on 
the manner and extent to which then engage in productive activities. as well as on their 
patterns of consumption. 

Third. a gender focus includes an appreciation that currently there is an increasing 
diversity of household types. with women-headed or woman-maintained households 
(Buvinic and Gupta. 1993), emerging as an important and growing household form. 
Women from these households engage in specific economic survival strategies to balance 
their responsibility for income generation and household reproduction. often effectively 
alone. On the basis of this conceptual framework. a strong argument emerges for 
ensuring that a gender perspective is included in the formulation and implement:ition of 
policy. A recognition of household structures. and the intcr:;ction between the:: 
organisation ~f work and other social relationships and responsibilities of men and 
women. is crucial to the development of sustainable strategies. 

Development policy, by definition. emphasises economic growth as an essential goal and 
a prerequisite for social progress. What differs from one policy approach to another, is 
who participates in development and in what ways, and who ber.efits from its re~ards. 

The term aender is used to differen~iare the concept of lhe social relations between womt.n and 
men. from sex which pertains to the biological difference between lhem, and women which can 
imply an exclusive focus on women ourside of 1he context of thc:ir relations with men. 
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The gender dimensions of this will be highlighted in the contc.u of the policy approaches 
outlined below. Although they are presented in the form of a chronological development. 
which in fact broadly holds. it is important to bear in mind that they are not always 
historica!ly discrete. Within national policy frameworks. within sectoral programmes and 
in the context of individual programmes and projects, we can find a number of policy 
approaches operating side by side. 

2.1 From Women in Development {WID) to Gender and l>Pdopment (GAD) 

The United Nations Decade for Women (1975 - 1985) did much tc highlight the situation 
of women and the imponant role they play in development. Up to this point. women 
had been largely absent from debates on development policy, with discussion on social 
cleavages being focused largely on income or class. However. in the 1970s there were 
efforts to link women's issues to development for the first time. This had a number or 
roots: 

• 

* 

• 

the work of anthropologists highlighted women's contribution not only to family 
welfare but to the household economy. and their role as active panicipants in the 
development process: 

links made by some development thinkers between poverty and population growth 
which helped women firmly on the policy agenda as a significant target group: 

and the influence of first world feminists and the women's movement in the West . 
together with the visible role of women in national liberation struggles. 

These developments gave rise to what has become known as the ''Women in 
Development" or WID approach whi~h firmly placed women's issues on the policy 
agenda and which sought to "bring women into development". It gave rise to scores ot 
campaigning or advocacy women· s groups and non-governmental organisations. which put 
pressure on policy makers to pay attention to women's needs and interests. WID gained 
institutional form through the setting up of women's desks or WID offices in multilateral 
and bilateral external assistance agencies. and through the establishment of Women's 
Ministries and Women's Bureaux within national government structures. 

This legacy has had an important and lasting political impact. although this has not 
always been successfully translated in policy terms. It was, and often remains appropriate 
!o have a women-only focus. panicularly as women are disadvantaged and need to 
benefit from a 'levelling of the playing field'. At a poiitical level, women continue to 
organise appropriately and successfully around their collective needs and interests. 
However, when women's politics are translated into professional practice and are 
institutionalised within organisations, treating women separately has often led to the 
'sectorisation' of women, in other words, the creation of a separate 'women's sector'. A 
resulting tendency has been for it to be marginalised from mainstream development, in 
under-financed and poorly resourced women's ministries, bureaux, offices and desks, and 
to be confined to funding and administering separate women's projects. 
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The shift from a WID approach to a gender and development (GAD) approach began 
in the 1980s. At first it involved effons to integrate women's concerns into mainstream 
development rather than confining them to a separate sector. Second. it sought to 
demonstrate how gender-awareness would result in a transformation of the development 
process. through increased effectiveness and the potential for greater equity. More 
recently a GAD approach has involved developing gender cor.tpctence among 
mainstream policy makers and practitioners, in order that a gender-aware approach 
becomes an automatic part of good policy and planning practice. 

2.2 Policy Approaches to Women under WID 

Under the accelerated growth model which informed development policy in the from th'! 
first development decades. it was believed that investment in large-scaie infrastructure. 
rapid industrialisation and mechanisation of agriculture would generate growth through 
the creation of wage employment. through increasing cash incomes and the creation of 
increased demand for goods and services. Modernisation and economic growth were 
almost exclusively addressed at men. Women. by contrast. were seen as passive 
beneficiaries of development. and were addressed in welfare terms exclusively in their 
reproductive role (Buvinic. 1983). Most popular from the 1950s to the early 1970s. the 
welfare approach to women is still widely used today. This approach aims at bringing 
women into development as better wives and mothers. for example through food aid and 
nutrition programmes. Thus women are not addressed as producers or workers at all. 

Equity 

The failure of the benefits of modernisation to 'trickle down. led to a shift towards 
distribution with growth and the meeting of basic needs. Characteristic of the 1970s in 
panicular, this development approach favoured employment creation strategies and 
explored the potential of the informal sector for poverty alleviation and economic growth. 
There were two dominant policy approaches to women during this phase (Moser. 1989). 
First, the equity approach arose out of the challenges accompanying the UN Decade for 
Women, which highlighted the impact of development on women and called for an 
integration of women as active panicipants in the development process. The equity 
approach emphasised women's rights and sought to achieve for women, political and 
economic autonomy and to reduce their inequality with men. It was challenging and 
sought to advance women's strategic interests, but tended to be top-down in approach 
and was often seen as externally imposed and furthering the agenda of Western feminists. 
For these reasons, it was less popular with governments and external suppon ag~ncies 
than the welfare approach. However, it is imponant in that it's emphasis on women's 
right to work, to education and to training. provided a policy rationale for fostering 
women's increasing labour force panicipation. 
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Anti-Poverty 

Within the contcn of attempts at meeting basic human needs. the equity approach gave 
way to the less challenging anti-poverty approach. Herc the focus shifted to 
un~erstanding women's poverty as a problem of underdevelopment rather than to 
analysing women·s inequality in relation to men. . .\ddressing ~men primarily in their 
productive role. its purpose was to ensure that poor women increase their productivity 
through access to employment or productive resources. As such. it addressed women ·s 
practical need for income. HtlWCver, a failure to recognise women decisively in their 
productive role and to address them seriously as workers or entrepreneurs, :neant that 
while the anti-poverty approach gave rise to small-scale enterprise development for men. 
women were confined to poverty alleviation programmes which took the form of often 
unsustainable income generating projects. 

Empowerment 

Many of the emergent nations sought a 'third way' between the two opposed economic 
and political systems. capitalism and socialism. and saw a restructuring of the terms of 
trade between the industrialised and developing countries as a precondition for their 
development. Thus they sought economic self-reliance and political non-alignment. Tne 
New International Economic Order (NIEO) was. in one sense. a direct response to the 
basic needs approach which. it was feared. would divert attention from economic 
development and would perpetuate dependency. There were those. however. who 
retained a focus on internal divisions and distribution within developing countries. and 
who translated ~he emphasis on self-reliance and sustainability. to the local levei and to 
communities. 

Within this context. and locating gender relations within the context of other so~ial 
relations. the empowerment approach (DAWN. 1985, ~oser. 1989) focused on solidarity 
between third world women and men and argued that women experience oppression 
differently according to race. class and colonial history. It challenged western models at 
development and emphasised !he distribution of power both within and between societies. 
It aimed at meeting the strategic interests of women, panicularly for greater panicipation 
and decision-making power, through bottom up mobilisation around their practical needs. 
As such the empowermf'nt approach does not see power in terms of domination over 
others but as increasing women's individual and collective self-reliance. Like the ~IEO 
itself, women·s empowerment is not widely recognised by mainstream development. 
although it is having an increasing int111ence. This derives from its emphasis on the 
process of deve!opment as well as its product and the value of this for panicipatory 
development strategies. There is a debate as to whether an empowerment approach can 
be adopted by external assistance agencies, although the creation of an enabling 
environment in which empowerment can take place is felt to be possible. 
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Efliciency 

The 1980s saw a deteriorating economic situation in the industrialised market economies 
and incre:ising indebtedness in the third wmld Together with high debt repayment and 
lack of investment capital developing countries also had to cope with falling demand and 
lower prices for their basic export commodities. The 1980s also saw a big upheaval in 
ideas about development, sufficiently drastic to have been called a 'counter-revolution· 
(Toye. 1991). There was a questioning of the very idea that development should be led 
by government and proposals that more efficient development would take place through 
market deregulation and privatisation and through reducing the size and scope of the 
policy agenda dominated by the state. Recommended solutions for ailing third world 
economies were stabilisation and structural adjustment policies. 

The efficiency approach to women which accompanied these shifts in the 1980s (Moser. 
1989), recognised that women's economic contribution to development was important and 
its aimed to harness women's economic participation on the understanding that ta ignore 
it. wuuld be ta under-utilise a valuable economic resource. Not only on the demand side. 
but on the supply side as well women in the 1980s often increased their labour force 
participation given the increase in prices of most basic purchases and the fall in income 
of other household income earners. Thus women have played an impor.ant role in 
relieving the negative effects of adjustment policies. through contributing to household 
income notably through informal sector activities. and through taking on extra burdens 
of care within the household as a result of reductions in t!xpenditure on public goods and 
services. 

In general. the efficiency approach remains firmly within a WID framework. The ide:i 
was to add women's contribution to that of men. to improve economic t!fficiency and 
growth. On the basis of mistakes made in the past. it was accepted that by identifying 
and ;ncluding women's needs in development initiatives. they would be more dficient and 
cost effective. 

2.J Productivity, Poverty and Sustainable Gendered Policy in the 19905 

The neo-liberal agenda which came to dominate development policy in the 1980s is being 
refined in the 1990s in a number of ways. First. it is recognised that in some areas. the 
state is as efficient or more so than the private sector in the provision of a cenain goods 
and services. Thus there is increasing interest in the comparative advantage or 
governments and the private sector, and even the 'third sector' or communities, in the 
provision of various goods and services. Moreover, witil some goods and services, such 
as preventative health care, safe water and sanitation, the generalised public benefits are 
sufficiently extensive to warrant public provision even in the absence of returns. Thus 
enab!ing states arc being encouraged, with the role of governments coming under new 
scrutiny, for example through 'institutional strengthening', 'capacity building' initiatives. 
and a growing preoccupation with human rights and 'good governance'. 

Second, while the primary concern of the 1980s was economic efficiency and poverty 
alleviation through social dimensions of adjustment (SDA) programmes, in the 1990s 
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there has been a shift towards trying ta link productivity enhancement and poverty 
reduction. If the emphasis of the accelerated growth model was economic growth 
through the 'trickle down' of benefits from large scale industrialisation. the focus of the 
1990s includes in its fonnula for promoting economic growth and poverty reduction. 
promoting the 'rising tide' of small-scale enterprise development. 

Thir~ the 1990s arc characterised by the intluence of the environmentai lobby and the 
focus on sustainable development. This involves a concern that current development is 
pursued in ways which do not compromise the ability of future generations to meet their 
own needs. This has influenced debates not only on the environment, but also around 
sociaJ and economic development. Socially sustainable development implies not only 
investment in human resource development. but also involves 'a process of ~nlarging 
people's choices', the most critical of which are to live a long and healthy life. to be 
educated. and to have access to resources and a decent standard of living (L'NDP, 1992). 

Accompanying these changes in mainstream development thinking, the! 1990s have seen 
shifts in thinking in relation to gender and development. The change in emphasis from 
women to gender. was partly a reaction to the under resourcing and marginalisation of 
'institutionalised WID' during the preceding development decades. Following the 
euphoria of the 1985 Nairobi Conference which signalled the end of the CN Decade for 
Women. the situation in many national machineries and external assistance agencies was 
disheartening. .-\t the same time. an awareness had developed that to ignore gender 
relations and to look at women in isolation from men only prm.ided half the picture. 
This has led to explorations in a number of organisations for ways to integrate gender 
into mainstream policies. programmes and projects. Thus the function of \\110 desks or 
Gender Offices. and Women's :vtinistries and Bureaux. is showing signs of beginning to 
change. from one of implementing women's projects. to one of catalysing on gender 
issues within the context of mainstream development. In the 1990s. therefore. we see 
continued efforu to meet the particular needs of women through separate poverty 
alleviation strategies. for example through social funds, while at the same time there is 
a new effort to integrate into mainstream development a gender approach. 

J. The Gender Vario:b!e ID Industrialisation Policies 

A widely accepted view of economic development defines it as a shift in the national 
structure of production. generally from a predominance of labour-intensive agriculture 
to urban-based manufacturing and services activities. This process is also associated with 
increases in per capita incomes. In the search for continued economic growth, 
governments in developing countries have sought to promote an expansion of 
manufacturing industry and thus incr::ase wealth. Such efforts have had varying degrees 
of success and the often radical changes observed in many economies have also had 
significant, and diverse, implications for men and women from different social su:ara. 

In this section, drawing mainly from four country case studies but also from data from 
a variety of other national experiences, we will examine the gender dimensions of the 
rapid industrialisation process that has characterised the development of many nations 
in the past five decades. By using case studies of countries which have followed quite 
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diverse development paths. we seek to stress that few generalisations about the 
development process arc possible. The process is not homogeneous but rather one that 
varies considerably from one national context to another. and from one decade to the 
next. Similarly, the process docs not affect equally all the individuals in a society, be they 
producers or consumers. but its effects tend to vary in relation to age. social class and 
sex. among other factors. 

The importance of enmining the process in this manner lies in the policy implications 
that may be derived from the analysis. Policy measures designed to increase employment 
in the formal manufacturing sector may lead to improvements in the productive role of 
adult men. while programmes that seek to merely sustain or modestly i.nprove income 
levels of the smallest urban enterprises - even with no possibilities for expansion - may 
benefit women and their dependents most (Berger. 1989). 

The most obvious gender implication of industrialisation policies is the changing 
participation of women in the manufacturing labour force. In very general terms. female! 
participation is said co follow the shape of an inverted "U" curve with sharp increases at 
the beginning of the industrialisation process when labour intensive industries expand. 
followed by a subsequent levelling-off or even overall drop after the introduction of more 
capital-intensive industries from which women tend to be displaced. At the same time. 
a growing share of female labour force is absorbed in white-collar occupations (Kusel. 
1992b). The process is by no means that simple or homogeneous. of course. In some 
cases, for example. the participation of women often remains high or even increases in 
some branches of industry at later stages (Scott. 1985), as has been the well-documented 
case of many expon processing zones such as those of Malaysia. :Mauritius and :Vlexico · s 
nonhern 'rnaquiladoras'. 

Other, less well-documented gender dimensions of the process are differences in the 
nature and extent of participation rates of men and women in the labour force. their 
differing status and occupations within manufacturing, differences in access to skills. 
education and credit. participation in labour or production associations and diverse 
consumption patterns in relation to the productS of manufacturing industry. Similarly. 
because of context-specific gender relation'i, adult men and women within the same 
household tend to have different access to income-earning activities and to the income 
earned by other members of the household. They also have different priorities and 
decision-making power in relation to the use of such income either for their own well
being or for the well-being of other, more vulnerable members of the household. such 
as children or the elderly. 

If men and women are recognised in their different roles, we need to ask, for example, 
how import substitution industrialisation or expon-oriented industrialisation and the 
related trade regimes might impact on these roles. Thus, we need to pose questions not 
only in connection with the extent and nature of employment, but about wl)ether 
protectionist policies assist or frustrate women and men as consumers of panicular 
commodities by virtue of their different responsibilities in the household and the 
community. By the same token, the extent to which industrialisation strategies have 
contributed to e=onomic growth have to be examined, alongside consideration of how this 
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has been distributed within society and between women and men according to their 
gender needs. 

These considerations must ht: borne in mind when undertaking a gender analysis of the 
industrialisation process in a given national context. It must be emphasised. however. 
that analyses of this type are limited by lack of detailed information - such as data 
disaggregated by sex and studies of gender relations in production and consumption. In 
addition. official statistics tend to under-estimate female economic activity as well as 
small-scale manufacturing production (where women tend to be disproportionately 
reprt>~nted). In this section, we examine some of these issues as thev relate to 
participation rates. informal and formal manufacturing and skills and educaLIOn. We use 
examples from developing countries. particularly South Korea (Republic of Korea), 
Mexico. Colombia and Algeria. the four country case studies chosen to illustrate diverse 
industrialisation processes in some detail. An explanation of the criteria used in selecting 
the ca:;e studies, as well as more complete descriptions of their industrialisation 
experiences may be found in the Appendi.'<. Readers interested in funher exploring the 
issue of the changing nature of female employment in manufacturing :ire referred to the 
bibliography, where UNIDO's recent studies in particular provide a more complete 
picture of recent trends. 

3.1 Industrialisation policies in developing countries 

In the decades after the Second World War. industrialisation was a major element of the 
devel0pment strategies pursued by most developing countries. ~anufacturing industry 
has generally been perceived as a potentially very dynamic sector of productive activity. 
with the capacity to generate growth in other sectors of the economy (Hirschman. 1958). 
Although views about how industrialisation should be pursued have changed over time 
and from one national context to another. its desirability has remained a feature of the 
changing development paradigms discussed in section two. Regardless of whether 
prevalent development policies emphasised an accelerated-growth model or exhibited a 
preoccupation with efficiency, interventionism or laissez-faire, the growth of 
manufacturing industry has been widely perceived as a desirable outcome of development 
- as shown by the fact that, despite decades of rapid industrialisation particularly in the 
so-called ~ewly Industrialising Countries (NICs), developed countries are still also 
popularly known as 'industrialised nations'. 

Industrialisation experiences vary greatly throughout the developing world. ranging from 
the rapidly-growing expon-oriented NICs of the Far East to a range of Sub-Saharan 
African countries with a handful of industries producing basic consumer goods. While 
such variations may be only partly attributed to differences in the development goals 
explicitly pun:ued by governments - and often expressed in five- or ten-year plans - there 
is little doubt that governments have always played some role, whether direct or indirect, 
in fostering industrial development (Shapiro and Taylor, 1990). 

The notions of 'policy' and 'policy intervention' are important ones here as they prov;de 
elements for future action. In discussing development policies we refer to a set of 
concerted efforts - whether of different institutions within the state apparatus or in 
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conjunction with the private sector - aimed at achieving a specified goal (Fajnzylbcr. 
1990). For example, in the different development paradigms brietly mentioned earlier. 
such goals - as expressed through the repons of international aid agencies and ~he 
writings of intluential development thinkers - shifted from an almost exclusive pursuit oi 
economic growth in the 1950s and 1960s. to also meeting the basic needs of the poor in 
the 1970s, to emphasising structur.11 adjustment. economic efficiency and debt repayme.u 
in the early 1980s to increased productivity and comparative advantage coupled with 
human development and sustainability goals in the early 1990s (see Table 1). 

The policy instruments used by governments in pursuing these broader goals have helped 
shape the expansion of manufacturing industry. Trade and regulatorv regimes have been 
among the most favoured forms of state intervention at different stages in the 
industrialisation process. These regimes appear to have played a more important role 
in influencing the expansion of local manufacturing than other policy instruments. such 
as direct credit and state-owned t!nterprises (Page. 1990). Thus, the well-known norions 
oi impon substitution industrialisation and expon-oriented industrialisation. whose 
relative merits as engines of development have been the object of lively debates since the 
1970s, arise precisely out of ascribing more significance to a panicular trade regime. 

The trade regimes and industrialisation strategies followed in recent decades in the four 
country case studies are summarised in Table I (these and the c!conomic and sccial 
changes that accompanied them are presented in more detail in tables A to I of the: 
Appendix), where they may be seen in the context of changing development paradigms. 
Up to 1960, South Korea. Mexico and Colombia were undergoing a process of 'primary 
impon substitution industrialisation' (shift from imports to local manufacture of basic 
consumer goods; cf. Garaffi, 1990), while Algeria was still a primary-producer under 
French colonial rule. In subsequent decades. South Korea would emerge as one of the 
world's fastest-growing economies. based largely on its capacity to expon manufactured 
goods. After 1960, industrialisation in Colombia and Mexico shifted to a stage of 
secondary impon-substitution (with increased production of intermediate goods and 
consumer durables for the domestic market) with a shon-lived attempt to foster gro\\1h 
through manufactured exports in Colombia in the late 1960s to early 1970s. In the 
meantime, by then independent socialist Algeria grew to rely almost exclusively on oil and 
gas exports. With the exception of South Korea. in the 1980s the growth rates of these 
economies, and indeed of the manufacturing sectors, would drop considerably -while 
there were some attempts at reforming the economy while diminishing the role of the 
public sector. notably in Algeria and Mexico. This was followed in the 1990s by drastic 
liberalisation effons in Colombia and Mexico and, to a lesser extent Algeria (despite this 
momentous changes, the decade of the 1990s has not been included in the analysis. 
largely because it is too soon to assess the effects of reforms). 
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3.2 Gender dimensions of industrialisation 

i. Employment and activity rates 

Although the four countries pursued quite distinct industrialisation paths. they represent 
examples of the almost uninterrupted proce~ of structural change that most developing 
economies underwent after the Second World War. This was accompanied by other 
significant changes. such as improvements in health and education. as well as drops in the 
relative share of men in the labour force. There was of course a corresponding increase 
in the numbe!" and proportion of economically active women (those with a job or seeking 
work) in all major regions of the world (Table ~).which proved panicularly high in Latin 
America and the group oi industrialised market economies. By the mid-1980s. women 
represented. on average. between a quaner and almost half vi the economically active 
population in the main regions listed in Table~ When examining individual countries. 
the range of variation is actually wider than these averages suggest. however. as 
illustrated by the case of Algeria where according to official figures women represent 9 
percent of the economically active population (Table G. Appendix) as against -H percent 
in Colombia 

The apparent inc:ease in women·s panicipation in the labour force may be explained by 
a combination ci real changes m th,-· .:conomy of these countries J.nd t1aws in the 
instruments conventionaily used to measure panicipation ( ILO. 1989: Berger. I 989). One 
exp(anation lies in actual changes in the activities :mdenaken by a substantial number oi 
women during the period oi study. from performing mostly househoid reproductive:: and 
unregistered productive activities in subsistence agriculture to mere urban-based (and 
more visible and easily-recorded) productive activities oriented to the market (crafts. 
street-trading or even formal employment). It is wonh recalling. in this respect. that 
incre~d panicipation in productive activities rarely relieves women from reproductive 
responsibilities in the household. especially among poorer households who ~annot afford 
domestic help. 

A second explanation lies in a greater access to education and skills of women and the 
resulting expansion in economic opponunities for a greater number of them. especially 
in tertiary-sector occupations: this is particularly true in East Asia and Latin America. 
A third factor lies in the increase in the number of households headed or maintained by 
women. which results in the need a growing number of women to gain direct access to 
sources of income to support their dependents. 

The crude female activity rate (the ratio of economically active female population to total 
female population) also increased in most countries and regions of the world after 1950 
(Table 2) although less dramatically than the female share of the labour force. It also 
rose between 1970 and 1990 in three of the case studies, while that of male workers 
dropped in all four cases (Table G, Appendix). This suggests that employment 
opportunities for women tended to grow faster during this period than for men. This, 
as will be seen later, was due mostly to growth in the small-scale industrial and service 
sectors, where women tend to be over-represented in relation to their contribution to the 
labour force as a whole. 
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World 

Dcvck>ping countries 
Africa4 

Asia and Oceania5 

Latin America 

Industrialised countries 
Centrally planned 
econom ic:s' 
Market economies1 

Tuble 2: 14'emule Pn1mlutinn, Econmnlcully Active Po1mlutiun and Crude Activity Rule 
1950 • 1985 

Populutiun1 Ecunomicully uc·• ive Crude uctivity rule' 
(millions) populution• (%) 

(millions) 

1950 1985 1950 1985 1950 1985 

1,260 2,403 412 790 32.7 32.9 

805 1,756 263 542 32.7 30.9 
106 263 34 71 32.2 27.0 
618 1,290 219 434 35.5 33.6 
82 202 10 37 12.6 18.5 

454 647 148 248 32.7 38.3 

157 218 71 I tlO 45.2 46.l 
298 429 78 147 26.1 34.3 

Femulc :;hurcl 

1950 198.) 

34.6 36.5 

33.6 34.7 
36.4 35.0 
34.6 35.6 
17.9 26.6 

36.7 4l.l 

47.7 47 I 
30.2 37.9 

Source: Mitter (1992). Using Figures from ILO, 1986, Economkully uctjyc Pi>Uulutjqo \:litimutcit uml urojcctjon:;. 1950-2025, Vol 5, 3rlJ edition, 
Geneva. 

• 

Ablolulc figures have been rounded IU lhc: nc:arc:lil milhun wilhuu111djus1mc:n1 IU grnup wtals, which huvc: l~c:n mumkd 1111.Jcpcndcnlly. 'lhcn:Cun: lhc i;um u1· lhc c.:omponc:nl 
~rlS may d1rti:r from lhC lotals. 

Ra1io of 101al female: cconc1micilll)' 11c11vc: h> IUlid h:mlllc: pnpul<1111111. ( 'lllc11lu11un hui.cll 1111 unwumh:d h1111ri:i;. 

Ra1io of female economicully :tc11vc: tu 1u11t1 (bulh sc:xci;) c:c1111un111:ully rn.:11v1.: populilllllll. 

Excluding Suu1h Africil, included in lhc: marlr.c:I cconom1c:i;. 

l!xcluding AUlilrOlha, <)'pr us, llirilcl, fopiln, New l.cillilnl.I and Tu1 key, 111chu.JcJ an lhc mt1rkc1 i:cunomii::i. 

All>:mh1, Uulgan.-, (';oi:chc11ol;wali.1;1, < icrman I }\.:mc1e1 oi11c lkpuhh~" 111111.:;11 )'. l'11l;i11,1, H111m1111.1, II SS It illlll 'l'ug11:.loiv111 . 

Nunhcrn Amc:nca, Nunhcrn l!urupc:, Suu1hcrn b1rupi: ti:xdulltng 1\llMlllil ;inll \'11g11:.l;I\ '" 1 Wc:.1c111 h1r11p1.: illlll 1\u:.11.111<1, { 0)'1>1 u:., b1i1cl, J.1pa11, Ncw h:i1l•111J .111\J l ur li.cy. 



Urbanization 111d the simultaneous decrease in the importance of agriculture in most 
economics was reflected in drops in the proponion of economically active men and 
women engaged in agricultural activities. Between 1950 and 1980. the share of 
economically active females in agriculture in all developing counaics dropped from 37 
to iI percent (Table 3), while that of males dropped from 78 to 63 percent (ILO. 1989). 
This was paralle~d by the expansion of employment in industry (including 
manufacturing) and services. For economica1ly active females in develo!Jing countries. 
this meant an increase from 5 to 12 percent in industry and from 8 to 17 percent in 
services. Similarly, by 1980. a :arger proponion of active males were engaged in industry 
and services than in 1950 ( 16 and 21 percent. respectively). 

The process was not a homogenous one throughout the developing world. however. as 
the figures in Table 3 show. Despite the changes. in some regions such as Africa south 
of the Sahara and East Asia (including China), the weight of agriculture remained much 
higher in 1980 than it had been in 1950 in the Caribbean and South and Central 
America. where the vast majority of female workers were engaged in the industry and 
service sectors and remained so by 1980. In contrast with the developing countries. 
changes in the group of industrialised economies involved a slight drop in the 
economically active females in industry and a substantial increase in the service sector 
at the expense of agriculture in the three decades after 1950. This mirrored changes in 
the structure of production of this group of nations towards service-oriented economies 
and more highly capital-intensive industries. 

ii. Small-scale and infonnal sector manufacturing 

A salient feature of recent industrialisation in most of the developing world has be~n rhe 
disparity between the growth in manufacturing output and in the number of factory jobs. 
In the three decades after 1950. and with the exception oi Sub-Saharan .-\frica. 
manufacturing was the most dynamic sector in most developing nations. That is certainly 
the case in the four case studies. ~anufacruring output grew at rates that exce~ded 
those of gross domestic product in vinually every decade since 1960 in all four cases 
(Table F, Appendix). By 1990, this sector had gained a position oi pre-eminence in the 
economies of South Korea, ~exico and Colombia while in Algeria. where it had staned 
from a much smaller base, it had managed to expand faster than industry as a whole 
(dominated by gas and oil production) after 1970. But, in contrast with the experience 
of industrialised countries. growth in formal employment did not keep up with the growth 
in production. 

A look at Colombia and Mexico helps examine the process more closely. In tandem with 
the rest of Latin America, the unprecedented expansion of medium and large-scale 
manufacturing output in these two countries was characterised by rapid increases in 
productivity and a parallel growth .::>f employment in services but also a vir-tually 
undiminished share of self-employment and employment in the so-called 'informal' - or 
unregistered - sector not merely in manufacturing but especially in service and trade 
activities (Castells and Pones, 1989). The share of urban informal employment in the 
economically active population in both nations remained vinually unchanged between 
1950 and 1980 (at over a third in both cases and an average of 30.3 percent for Latin 
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Table 3: Disll'ibulion of Economicully Active •'cmulcs Among Mujor Economic Seeton 
1950 • 1980 (Pcrccntugcs) 

Region 1950 1980 -
Agriculture Industry Services Agricullure Industry 

Developing countries 87 5 8 71 12 

Northern Africa 65 lO 25 45 20 

Rest of Africa• 92 2 6 83 4 

Eastern South Asia and Oceanht" 79 6 15 59 n 
Middle South Asia• 89 4 7 77 11 

Western South Asia41 62 9 2K 49 lO 

East Asia• 91 4 4 77 IJ 

Caribbean 49 14 37 25 14 

Central America• 30 15 55 17 26 

Tropical South Amcric<1• 27 25 48 14 19 

Temperate South Americu• 7 31 62 3 18 

Industrialised market economics; 32 23 45 11 22 

Source: ILO (1989) 

Excludes Sou1h Africa. 

Services 

17 

35 

13 

29 

12 

41 

10 

60 

57 

67 

79 

68 

• Burma, East Timor, 1-'iji, lnuoncsia, Kampuchea, Lao l'eople's l>cm. l(ep., Maluysiu, t-.ticrunes111, 01her Melune~ia, Papua New Ciumea, Pl11hpp111ci., l1olync:iia, Singapore:, 
lbailand, Vietnam. 

Afghanis1an, llanglaucsh, Uhuian, lnuiu, Imo, Nepal, P<1lmi;m, Sn I ;111k11. 

• Arab Asian nations. 

C'hinit, llong Kong, S. Korea, N. t\ore;i, Monguliu. 

lnduJe:. Mc111l·u. 

Uohvm, lh;i11I, < "olumha.1, I 'n1al1111, < iu) ;ma, l'.1rni;11.1)', l'c1 "· S111111;1111c, Vc11c1ucl.1. 

:\ri;cm111;1, l"lulc, l h "~"·'>' 

ludmlc~ S11u1h 1\h1,·;1. 



America in 1980; ibid.). In some large cities - and depending on the definition uf 
informality used - the share of informal employment was much higher (Lanzetta :ind 
:vfurillo. 1989). Thus. •:ontrary to the goals of policies inspired in ideas uf the 
'Accelerated Economic Growth' model (cf. section~) industrialisation did not generate 
enough 'modern' manufacturing jobs for all new entrants in the labour force. :vtany of 
them. and particularly women. became active in the infonnal sector either as 
entrepreneurs ('own account workers'), as employees or as unpaid famiiy workers. 

In many countries. informal manufacrurir.g or 'cottage shop' firms generate a substantial 
part of all m~nufacturing t!mployment and. within these, women frequently play an 
important role. either as woricers or as cnrreprcneurs. Such firms generated an estimated 
60 percent of all manufacturing jobs in India . .36 percent in South Korea and nearly half 
in Colombia in the 1970s (cf. Table I. AJ:c-;!ndix). Although precise figures :ire nae 
available. it is estimated that two-rifths of the female manufacturing :abour force in 
developing countries is active in the informal sector. particularly as entrepreneurs or as 
unpaid family workers: in Africa. this figure may be as high as two-thirds \Kusel. 1992a). 
In the case of the four country case studie1 and in the absence of more prec.se figures 
on the informal sector (by defnition an unregistered sector), a measure of femaie activity 
here may be given by the share of women who are employers and seif~:nployed workers 
in manufacturing (Table H. Appendix). In the late 1980s. this was .+7.2 percent in 
Colombia. 18.3 percent in South Korea and a considerably lower .+ • .: percent in Algeria. 
These figures are complemented by studies suggesting, for example, that in Mexico City 
a high number of those engaged in production as workers in small-scale firms or as 
homeworkers in sub-contracting networks producing for the local market are women 
(Beneria and Roldan. 1987). 

Informal and small-scale manufacturing employment has tended to grow as a proportion 
of total employment. largely as a response to drops in economic growth rates and 
increased competitiveness forcing formal-sector firms to become leaner and more tlexibk 
by shedding jobs. cutting overheads and sub-contracting part of their production to 
smaller. often home-based. units where fixed costs are generally lower (C~IDO. 1993b: 
Beneria. 1989). In this framework. and in a context of falling social expenditure by most 
governments. the proportion of women who have engaged in small-scale income-t!arning 
activities in manufacturing has increased faster than that of men. An explanation for this 
may be largely found in the multiple roles that particularly poorer women in urban 
contexts have, as discussed at the beginning of this paper (cf. section 1). For many 
women, particularly in Latin America's urban areas. initiating a new enterprise or 
working as sub-contractors from their home allows them to balance their producti,,,e. 
reproductive and community activities. This need is more acute in the case of households 
headed or maintained by women, a growing phenomenon in all societies, developed and 
developing alike (for example, women-headed households were estimated to represent 
between 18 and 38 percent of all households in five Latin American cities in the early 
1980s; cf. Benerfa. 1989). 
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iii. Formal sector manufacturinc 

Other gender dimensions oi the industrialisation process are apparent in the pattern llt 
employment in formal manufacturing. If generalisations wc:e to be made for :ill 
developing countries. perhaps the rwo most salient features in this respect arc the fact 
that some branches of industry tend to have a disproportionate share of "NOmen (relative 
to women ·s overall participation in the labour force) and that. within firms. women tend 
to be employed as workers. rather than in managerial ptJSitions. and in lower-paid. less 
stable and more repetitive occupations. There arc variations of this phenomena. and 
these have been well-documented for many countries (see Kusel, 1992 a and b and 
Mitter, 1992). The four country case studies provide funher illustration oi this 
(information used here and not found in the tabies in the Appendix has been drawn from 
UNIDO's country-specific database on women in industry. cf. C!'IIDO. l993a). In South 
Korea. temale manufacturing employment is concentrated in textiles. garments. k::uher 
and fabricated metal. with women occupying mostly unskilled. lower-paid positions (Tabie 
H. Appendix). There are also considerable wage differentials by sex. with the biggest gap 
found in production-related occupations where wor.len earn an average oi 54 percent tJi 

men's income. 

In the case: of ~lexico. women may be found predominantly in labour-intensive agrc
industries such as food processing. textiles and garments. leather and shoc:s. They may 
also be ~ound in disproponionate numbers in the expon-processing industries 
('maquiladoras·) along the L"S border. mostly in clothing and ~lectronics. Although there 
are no figures available for male/female earning ratios within manufacturing, the overail 
r-uio for all sectors in the mid-1980s was 85.6 percent (Tabie G. Appendix). 

In Colombia's manufacturing sector. women tend to be concentrated in food processing. 
baking. brickmaking and garments. The economic slowdown of the 1980s produced 
drops in the income differentials between the sexes. with a general decline in women ·s 
salary levels. particularly in mid-range salary positions. In all economic sectors taken as 
a whole. women's earnings were 84.6 percent of men·s in 1989 (Table G. Appendix). 

Algeria. where women represent SA percent of the total manufacturing workforce. has 
by far the lowest panicipation rate of all case studies and among the lowest !n the world. 
~ost of the women engaged in formal manufacturing employment work in textiles and 
garments. but also in food-processing and electronics. The range of branches where they 
are to be found is narrower than in the other three countries. Women hold manual. 
unskilled positions and are rarely found in supervisory occupations. while their incomes 
are on average 75 percent of :hose of men within the sector. 

Although as a general rule the position of women has generally improved in terms of 
status and income within formal manufacturing throughout the developing world. these 
examples show that there remain important gender differentiations which may in pan be 
traced to widely-held cultural stereotypes. Such stereotypes often view women, for 
example, as incapable of performing heavy tasks (as in Latin America and parts of Asia) 
or even if it is culturally accepted that they should perform such tasks (as in India) they 
are paid less to do so. Other imponant factors which introduce differentials in the type 
of positions held by men and women include legislation designed tc protect women. for 
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~pie during p1egnancy or to avoid being forced to work at night.. but which may :ilso 
make female labour m'lre expensive for formal cmplo~rs who arc bound by legislation 
or the pressure of trade unions (Rohini. 1991 ). It is also intlucnced by their .:apacicy to 

organise which is in rum intlucnccd by the gender dimensions of existing trade union 
structures. the impact of their socialisation and access to skills. and the time constraints 
posed by their other roles and resprmsibilities. 

iv. Skiils and education 

Differentials in patterns of formal manufacturing employment may be traced to the 
differing access to skills and education that men and women from different socio
econom1c backgrounds have at various points in their lives and at different stages 0t th~ 
industrialisation process. Perhaps with the exception ef Latin . .\me!"ica·s largest ~itics. 
women throughout the developing world gener.tlly have had more limited access to ~he 
type of education and technical sktlls that will give them access co managerial and skiiieJ 
positions in formal manuf .icturing. Even in South Korea. where femak manufacmnng 
panicipation rates are h1stter than in any ai the other case studies. participation rates ,:r" 
educated women in the labour force halved between 1975 and 1986 an outcome that :nav 
not be unconnected to the fact that • ... manufacturing enterprises are more restrictive :n 
employing and/or pr:>moting women professionals r.t.an men' (C~HOO. 1993a) .. .\ simiia:
siruation may be found in other contexts. as .:ited in a World Bank study which :.iotes th~n 
secondary education tends to improve the chances ui women obtaimng wage! 
employment. while tertiary (university) education appears less important in this respe;::: 
(quoted in Kuse!. 1992a ). 

In ~exico. female enrolment in technicai. vocational education doubled between 1975 
and 1985 (ibid.). In northern '.\ilexica·s 'maquiladora· industries. on the other hand. in :he 
context of a drop in the female share oi :he labour force from 89 percent in the ear:y 
1980s ta 55 percent in 1990. preference for young female workers as documented in :h.: 
early 1980s has ir•·en way to a predominance of men and of older women with \:hildre::: 
this may be pr explained by the fact that older women are also experienced industriai 
workers who are expected to cope better than young untrained females with the new type 
of multi-skilled tasks which arc increasingly becoming a feature of export mandacturing 
firms (Pearson. 1993; C~HDO. 1993b). 

~- Conclusion: Integrating Gender into Policy for Manufacturing Industry 

Reference to the four country case studies illustrates some of the gender dimensions of 
different industrialisation strategies over time, panicularly in relation to patterns ·Jf 
employment, given the preoccupation with the extent and nature of women's labour force 
participation of much of the literature to date. Industrialisation remains an important 
element of the development strategies pursued by most developing countries today. 
However, current policies for industrialisation in par.icular, and productive 
transformation more generally, include support for a much wider variety of growth
promoting strategies than in the past. 
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In the 1990s there is evidence of less rigidity and more tlexibility in effons to develop 
manufacturing industry. Economic growth is no longer exclusively associated with !arge
scale infrastructural development and mechanisation. although these remain iruponanc. 
The significance of the informal economy and the potential of sroall-scale enterprise co 
contribute towards both economic growth. employment creation and poverty reduction 
is also recognised and pursued. as are strategies to deveiop appropriate technology. both 
for environmental reasons and to match the needs and skills of users. Thus it is possible 
to ob~rve both "trickle down· and ·rising tide· growth-promoting strategies in 
manufacturing development. A gender analysis of industrialisation policy needs to look 
at both the opponunities and constraints faced by women and men in the concen of 
these different strategies in panicular contens and the way in which they may or may not 
meet their gender needs. 

The importance of including a gender dimension in our understanding of industrialisation 
strategies and manufacturing development is essential. given the vital role that bvth 
women and men play both as producers and consumers of manufactur~d goods. 
Recognising the interaction between the organisation of work and other social 
relationships and responsibilities is crucial ta the development of sustain~ble strategies 
towards promoting productivity and reducing poveny. Women and men are never just 
workers but have other social roles in the household and community, which impinge on 
the manner and enent to which they can engage in and benerit from productive activities. 

Moreover. the impact of industriaiis~tion can also be different for women and m\!:l and 
affect their well-being more generally. A companmentalised approach to industrialisation 
policy. which addresses workers as mobile units of labour with no other claims on their 
time and energy. is a tendency which has been reinforced by Fordist and Tayloris• 
production processes, where work life is physically and organisationally separate from 
domestic life. Today there is less homogeneity in the organisation of production giobally. 
with a growing trend towards flexible specialisation. home-working and workshop-based 
industry, and the spatial separation between work. community and family life is often less 
obvious. This presents an opponunity to integrate a gender perspective into our 
understanding of industrialisation policy, a perspective which takes into account the 
gender dimension; of the impact of different industrialisation strategies and their 
potential for obstructing or meeting the gender needs of both women and men. 
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APPE.~DIX 

1. Choice of case studies 
" Tables: 

A South Korea's development pattern. 1910-1990 
B. Mexico·s development pane~ 1880-1990 
C. Colombia·s development pattern. 1880-1990 
0. Algeria's development pattern. 1914-1990 
E. Basic economic indicators of country case studies. 1960-1990 
F. Growth of production in country case studies, 1960-1990 
G. Sex-specific economic indicators for country case studies 
H. Female panicipation rates in manufacturing in South Korea. Colom~ia and 

Algeria 
I. Distribution of manufacturing employment by firm size: selected countries 

l. Choice of case studies 

Because industrialisation experiences have been so varied throughout the developing 
world. it is difficult to speak of "industrialisation strategies" in a vacuum. And although 
there are similarities in the growth patterns an<! policy orientation of some countries (for 
instance. among the larger Latin American economies between 1930 and 1960), the set 
of policy instruments used in a given national and historical context may not yield the 
same results elsewhere: this is one of the most valuable lessons of the history of 
development thought. Similarly, to classify coun:ries merely as pursuing a strategy of 
impon-substiturion or expon-promotion adds little to our understanding of the 
effectiveness of policy, if only because these are over-simplifications of a more complex 
reality (World Bank. 1987: Gereffi. 1990). As is shown below. countries have often 
pursued variants of these simultaneously or in succession. 

The choice of case studies draws on a typology of semi-industrial countries developed by 
Chenery et al. ( 1986) on the basis of size, resource endowments (comparative advantage) 
and trade policies. These authors define semi-industrial countries as those where the 
contribution of manufacturing to growth exceeds that of primary production (ibid. p.85). 
In this typology countries were classified into four categories: outward. primary-oriented 
economies: inward-oriented economies; neutral economies: and outward. industry
oriented economies. with these categories further broken down into large and small 
according to the size of the economy. 

The case studies chosen to illustrate these four categories in the analysis are Algeria, 
Mexico, South Korea and Coiombia respectively, during particular periods of their recent 
histor,-. Based on their per capjta GNP, the first three are "upper middle-income 
economies" in the WOild Bank's classification, while Colombia is a "middle-income" 
country (see Table E). 

In the decades after the Ser.and World War, AJgeria represented a case of an almost 
uninterrupted outwardly-oriented form of development (table 1), firstly by exponing 
minerals to the colonial metropolis (France) until the early 1960s and then with an almost 



total reliance on oil and natural gas as its only exports. In the period between 1930 and 
up to the mid·l970s. Mexico could be classified as pursuing a policy of import
substitution industrialisation (ISi) with manufacturing industry relying almost entirely on 
a large and growing internal market (Table B); in subsequent years (panly due to an oil 
boom) it developed into somewhat more outwardly-oriented 

Colombia. a ''neutral" case in terms of the typology, could not be said to have eit~er an 
overtly ISi or an export-oriented industrialisation (EOI) strategy up to the mid-1970s 
(Table C), but had instead "average levels and patterns of trade a..,<L.only moderate 
levels of protection" (ibid p. 94). South Korea. finally, particularly in the decades after 
1960, was a clear case of an outward-, industry-oriented economy pursuing a strategy oi 
EOI (Table 0). 



Table A: South Koreu's Develoa>ment PaUern, 1910-1990 

l9IO-l945 1953- l 'J(i() 1%1-1972 l 'J72- I 9'JO 

Trade Strategy Commodity exports Primary ISi Primary EOI Secondary ISi 
Secondary EOI 

Main Industries Rice, beans Food hcvcrngcs, tuhucco, Textiles and apparel, Autumobileit, ship-building, 
textile:;, clothing, footwear, electronic:;, plywood, wig:;, liteel and metal product», 
cement, light manufacturing intermediate goods petrochemicals, lextilca and 
(wood, leather, rubber and (chemicals, petroleum, paper apparel, electronics, video-
paper prmlucts) and liteel products) casselle recorders, 

machinery 

Major Economic Agents Local proc.lucen; (colonial rule Nutional private firms National private firms, National privalc firms, 
by Japan) transnational cmpmations, transnational corponuions, 

- stute-owncJ cntcrpriseit ittatc-owncd cntcrpri:te1, 
transnational banlut 

Orientation of Econor.ty External markets Internal market External markets External and internal 
markets 

-

ISi = Import substitution industrialisation 

EOI = £.~port-oriented industrialisation 

Source: adapted from Gcre(li (1990) 



Table B: Mexico's Development Pattern, 1880-1990 

1880-1~30 1930-1955 1955. a 975 1975-1990 
Trade S1rategy c.ommodity exports Pn.uary ISi Secondary ISi Diversified cx:ports und 

secondary ISi 

Main Industries Precious metals (silver, gold). Textiles, food, cement, iron Oil, silver, apparel, transport Oil, silver, apparel, lranspora mineral (copper, lead, i.inc), «mu steel, paper, chemicals equipment, non-elccLricul equipment, non-electrical oil 
machinery machinery 

Major Economic AgcnlS Foreign investors l-latiunul private firms State-owned enterprises, Stute-ownc<J enterprises, 
transn11tionul cmporutions transnational banks, 
umJ nutional privute firms tnrnsnational corporations 

and nutional private firms 

Orientalion of Economy External murkcts Jn1crnul nrnrkcls Internal murkcls Extcrnul and inlernul 
markctli 

- ISi = lmporl subslitution industrialisation 

_ EOI = Export-oriented industrialisation 

- Source: adapted from Gcrcfli (1990) 



illl.i 

Tuble C: Colombia's Development Puttern, 1880-1990 

1880-1930 1930-1955 1955-1968 1968-1990 

Trade Strategy Commodity exports Prinrnry ISi Sccondury ISi Primary EOI 
Secondary ISi 

Main Industries Coffee Textiles, food, upparcl Textiles, chemicals, Chemicals, fom.I, 'extilcs, 
beverages, food, ncm-metallic transport equipment, 
minerals apparel 

Major Economic Agents Local producers Nutional private firms Transnational corporations Transnalional corporations 
und national private llrms and national private firm11 

Orientation of Economy External markets Internal markets Internal markets External and internal 
markets 

ISi = Import substitution industrialisation 

EOI = Export-oriented industrialisation 

Source: Wogart (1978) und Chica Avella (1983) 



Table D: Algeria's Develo1>ment Pattern, 1914-1990 

1914-1962 1962-1973 1973-19'.JO 

Trade Strategy Commodity exports (Commodity exports) Commodity exports 

Main Industries Minerals (lmn ore, phosphates, lead, Oil, minerals, wine Oil, gas 

zinc), wine, citrus fruits 

Major Economic Agents Local producers (colonial rule hy (Trnnsitional post-independence stage) State-ownel! enterprises (heavy 

France) State-owned enterprises (heavy industry), imJustry), national private firms (light 
national private firms (light industry, inl!ustry, agro-inl!ustry) 

agro-industry) 

Orientation of Economy External markets External markets External markets 

Sources: Europa Publications (1992), Arnb Banking Corporation (19'JO) 
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Tuhlc E: Uusic Economic I ndicutors ol' Country Cuse Studies, 1960-1990 
-

~ 

-

= Country Popn. Arca Gl>P GNP l>isuibution of gross l.lumcslic prul.lu1.:1 (%) 
- (l9'JO) (xHOlkm~ USS millions per capita 

(dollars) Agriculture Industry (Manufacturing) Scrvi~it 

1960 1990 l9'JO l%0 l9<JO 1900 19'JO 1960 19'..>0 1960 19'JO -

- South Korea 42.8 98 3,810 236,4lX> 5,41X) 37 9 20 45 14 31 43 46 
= 

Mexico 86.2 1,973 12,1>40 2.H,750 2,490 16 9 29 30 1 I) 23 SS 61 
-

-

' - Cok>mbia 32.3 l,139 4,0IU 41,120 1,260 34 l7 26 32 17 21 40 SI 
-

-

Algeria 25.J 2,382 2,1..in 42,150 2,0(l() 16 13 35 47 6 12 49 41 
= 
-
-
-

I 

- -h>te: Manufacturing is a sub-sector of industry 
= 
-

;,>urce: For 1960: World Bank (1982); for 19'JO: Worlll Bank (1992) 
I -

- I = I 
I -

-

= 

-
-

-

~ 

-

' 

= 
-

= 
-

-

-

-

= 
-
-



Table F: Growth of Production In Country Cose Studies, 1960-1990 

-
Average Annual Gruw&h l~alcs (%) 

Country GDP Agri'-=ul1urc 1111..IUl>lty Manul'a4:luring Sc.::-vlccs 

1960-70 1970-80 1980-90 1960-70 1970-80 1980-IJO I IJ<l(). 70 l'J70-80 1980-IJO 1%0-70 1970-80 1980-90 1960-70 1970-80 198(). 
90 

Sou lb 8.6 9.5 9.7 4.4 3.2 2.8 17.2 15.4 12.2 17.6 16.6 12.7 8.9 8.5 9.2 
Korea 

Mexico 7.2 5.2 1.0 3.8 2.3 0.4 9.1 6.6 l.ll 9.0 5.9 1.4 6.9 4.9 1.1 

Colombia 5.1 5.9 3.7 3.5 4.9 3.0 6.0 4.9 5.1 5.7 6.3 3.4 S.1 7.0 2.9 

Algeria 4.3 7.0 3.1 0.1 3.1 4.3 11.6 7.9 2.9 7.8 11.4 3.0 • 1.0 6.3 2.9 

uurce: For 1960-1980: World Bank (1982); for 1990: Wurld Bank (1992) 
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-

-

Table G: Sex-sa>eciflc Economic lndicnlurs for Cuunlry Cose Sludies 
-

-

-
-
-

Economic Activity l{alc (a) Wumcn'i. par1icip;ul1111 in Wumc11'lli par1icipa1iun in Fcmah.:/malc earninp -
-

formal manufacturing lhe labour force ralio in all ~cc.:101~ 
= -

(Shure ul' 111unufac1uring (Share of 11>1al 
-

A:i % or cilhcr female or male sub-population Averugc annual gruwlh cmpluymc111) c:conoml1.:<1lly acllve 
- 19711-90 (%) popula 11011) -

- Country 
female Male -

= Female Male Y1:ar % Year % Year % 
- - 1970 19'-JO 1970 l~JO 
-
-

NA = South Korea 38 40 81 78 2.IJ 2.6 19'.JO 43 l 'J'JO 40 .. -

-

= -

Mexico 18 30 85 82 6.2 3.3 1980 26 1988 31 l'JK .. 85.6 
-
-

Colombia 22 22 84 71J .1.0 2.7 19'.JO 3t> I IJ'J() 41 1989 ~.6 
-
-
-
-
-

- Algeria 4 8 79 75 t>.O 3.4 1987 8 1987 9 .. NA 
- -

-

-

- -=- Economically active population divided by total population of cilhcr l'cmalcs or males 

-

.uura:s: 
-

For economic activity rate: Uni1cd Nations (l<J'Jl); For women's par1icipa1i1111: lJNll>O (llJIJ2a); Fur earni11g11 ratio: Psacharupouh111 and Ttanna1oi; (llJ'J2) 

' -
-

-

-

-

= 
- . 

-
-

-

-
-

-

= -
-
-
-
-

-
-
-



Tuble II: t'enuale 1•111·llcipullun in Munufuclnrlng ha South Koa"\:u, Columblu und Alaieriu• 

Status Proportion of female workers hy status (%) 

Employers 1tnd own 
account workers 

Employees 

Unpaid family workers 

Total 

- : ears: South Korea: 1990 
Colombia: 1989 
Algeria: 1987 

South Korea 

18.3 

43.2 

87.6 

42.3 

- Jute: Figur~.s may not add up because of rounding 

Colombia 

47.2 

35.9 

8l.8 

39.0 

- .nurces: UNIDO's Women in Industry Country Database, using ILO figures. 

Figures not available for Mexico. 

Algcda 

4.2 

8.5 

IU.5 

8.4 

Share of total female employment in manufacturing (%) 

South Korea Colombia Algeria 

4.3 26.0 6.9 

88.5 71.0 88.2 

7.2 2.9 4.9 

I 00.0 100.0 100.0 



Table I: Distribution of Manufacturing Employment hy li,irm Size: Selected Countries (percent) 

C.Ounuy Year Collage Shot> Small and Medium lndus1ry l.<1rgc lnduimy 
( 1-4 Workers) (5-W workers) ( IOO t workers) 

United SIUICS 1%7 I. I 22.3 76.6 

Japan 1975 19.1 3b.6 44.3 

India 1973 60 18 22 

South Korea 1975 36 17 47 

Mexico .. NA NA NA 

Colombia 1964 51.4 24.9 23.7 

- 1978 a 42.5-47.5 28.7-29.9 24.0·27.6 

: I = Algerir. .. NA NA NA 

:::: The 1978 ranges for Colombia result rrum unc:cr1ain1y about the rcliabilily oC ligurcs. 

- ·ource: Cortes, Berry, and lshaq (1987) 
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